In this paper, we present investigations on using segmental phonetic features in an N-best solutions post processing of an HMM based ASR system. These phonetic features are extracted by means of neural-fuzzy networks.
INTRODUCTION
Integrating segmental parameters in a post-processing stage may be of interest to recover the remaining errors of an HMM-based automatic speech recognition system. Previous studies have already shown the interest of such an approach. For example, Gish [l] introduces a segmental discontinuity score as a function of time based on a similarity measure between adjacent frames; Schwam [23 uses segmental neural networks trained to distinguish between correct and incorrect phonetic segments issued from the HMM. He also uses different knowledge sources such as stochastic segment models [3], highorder language models, ...
In the KEAL system [4]
, acoustic-phonetic knowledge is represented by a set of rules. This knowledge may also be modeled by a set of neural-fuzzy networks built to detect segmental phonetic features [5] [6]. Each neural-fuzzy networks is then able to furnish a parameter which characterizes a particular phonetic feature, like co~~o)lollf or vowel phonetic segments.
The particularity of the CNET segmental post-processing approach resides in the formalism used, which considers a rescoring of each solution under the hypotheses of a correct solution and of an incorrect solution respectively PI. This post-processing formalism has been applied in 181 with a modeling of the abrupt changes in the speech signal and in [9] with a segmental duration modeling of the phonetic segments of each of the N-best solutions.
In this paper, we propose to apply a segmental post-processing based on a modeling of the neural network outputs. To integrate these parameters in the post-processing task, it is necessary to estimate two discrete probability distributions. One of these dismbutions represents the probability distribution of the output scores on the correct segments (resulting from the correct solutions) while the other represents the distribution on the incorrect segments (from the incorrect solutions).
The next section describes the neural-fuzzy nerwork architecture, together with some of the features we take into account. Section 3 sums up the post-processing rescoring and the estimation of the discrete probability dismbutions associated to each considered phonetic feature. Section 4 details the experimental results carried on 3 speaker-independent telephone databases. Conclusion and funm work are addressed in the last section.
. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEURAL-FUZZY SYSTEM
Multiple acoustic cues and several rules are often necessary to identify a phonetic event in the acoustic representation of speech. For instance, in the KEAL knowledge-based approach 141, more than thirty rules are used to separate comomul segments from vocalic ones and about thirty acoustic parameters are treated in this set of rules to sum up the various acousdc images related to these segments. These parameters are filter bank energies, cepstral coefficients, formants, centers of gravity.
linear and non-linear combinations of these basic parameters but also local temporal variations like spectral derivatives or more global temporal variations like linear (or non-linear) regression coefficients. These global temporal parameters allow to represent the temporal directions of formants or the shape of valleys or hills visible on any energy curve between two consecutive vocalic nuclei.
In a neural-fuzzy system, each rules -if(cond-1 ... and cond-n) then decision-n) can be formalized by the following form :
where xi are input variables (parameters), ys the output variable, and j.t~(x) a membership value representing the membership of x in the subset A. This membership function takes its values between 0 and 1 and can be implemented by gaussian or sigmoidal functions. The structure of our neural-fuzzy network is based on preliminary studies described in [5] [6][10]. This system is in fact a four layer network where each layer plays a specific role (figure 1).
The first layer corresponds to the input variables : spectral parameters, acoustic and temporal cues. The weights between the input layer and the second layer implement the evaluation of the membership values. The truth value a of each rule, that is the measure that the observation belongs to some specific phonetic feature is given by the value of the following expression :
This is a flexible architecture giving us many possibilities :
1. The possibility to introduce specific parameters (extracted from any knowledge-based rules), in the first input layer.
2. The possibility to implement a set of appropriate rules representing the a priori knowledge, for each phonetic feature. In this case, the conjunctions. and the w; parameters are determined by the rules and remain constant. The membership values are the only parameters modified by the learning algorithm.
3. The possibility to use this system as a classical neural network with full interconnection between layers 2 and 3. The segmental post-processing results presented in section 4.3 are obtained with such a network.
4. The possibility to discover the most important combinations of the membership values by pruning irrelevant connections between layers 2 and 3 and then to retrain the new network composed of a reduced set of rules, which corresponds to the most important connections. and is evaluated in the third layer by means of the Lukasiewiu's conjunction operator given by :
SEGMENTAL POST-PROCESSING
In this case it is possible to approximate the mar function by a sigmoidal function but every rule which includes more than two conditions has to be decomposed in a set of rules including two conditions only. The weights between layer 2 and 3 remain constant during the training phase. The weights between layer 3 and 4 give the evaluation of each individual rule and the output value is computed by the center of gravity method :
In this case, the output neuron is not standard and the back propagation algorithm has to be modified in order to manage this special output function [6].
Segmental rescoring
The segmental post-processing score of each of the N-best solutions is computed as follows [8] :
where X represents the phonetic segmentation for the current solution. For a given alignment X, composed of S, segments, the probability to have a correct alignment is then computed as the product of the probability of each segment V, composing the alignment using the correct models.
As such, segments are presumed to be independent. The probability for the alignment to be incorrect is computed in a similar way using the "incorrect" models that are associated to incorrect segments.
Segmental modeling
The probability of each segment is obtained using discrete probability distributions. The observation is the output of the neural-fuzzy network. Two discrete probability distributions are estimated from histograms distributions computed separately on the set of the correct segments and on the set of the incorrect ones.
The segmental modeling takes into account the phonetic context of each segment. A reliability threshold R is used for estimating these context-dependent probability distributions. If the number of context-dependent examples is lower than this threshold R, a smoothing of the context-dependent model is canied out using the context-independent model. R specifies how much data is presumed to be necessary in order to obtain a reliable estimate for the discrete probability models.
Combination with the HMM Score
Once the post-processing score is computed for a solution, it is linearly combined with the Markovian score, thus providing the final score for the solution :
Phonetic Feature Recognition
The first set of experiments concerns the evaluation of the neural fuzzy networks and their ability to provide reliable segmental parameters. The phonetic feature recognition perfomances of the neural-fuzzy system were evaluated on the "Trigor" database.
neural-fuzzy network network 
TESTS AND RESULTS
In the following experiments, the N-best solutions are determined using a context-dependent phoneme-based HMM.
The acoustical input vectors are formed by 8 cepstral parameters plus the energy, and their first and second order temporal derivatives, computed on a 5-frame window.
Databases
In the experiments, 3 speech databases were used, comprising 800 speakers, collected over the telephone network, covering different regional accents. Each database was split into 2 parts : the training set for training model parameters, and the test set for evaluating recognition performance.
The 3 databases are composed of the "Digit" database (10 digits), the "Trigor" database (36 French words) and the "Number" database (numbers between 00 and 99). Table 1 : Recognition error rates on phonetic features with neural-fuzzy networks.
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In this table, the second column represents the phonetic feature recognition error rate obtained on the test set with the basic neural networks. Each percentage is given with its half confidence interval measure (95%). Each neural network is provided by the same input parameters. This normalized input vector is composed of 42 basic components including the 14-channel filter bank energies and the temporal first and second derivatives of each channel energy. These parameters are computed at the frame level and the output of the neural network is averaged over the frames belonging to the current segment. The weights of each neural net are estimated by the modified back-propagation algorithm and for this purpose, the training set is itself divided into two parts: half of the data being kept for cross-validation experiments. The last column reports the results obtained by using the neural-fuzzy networks built as follows: a priori knowledge (specific rules and temporal parameters) are introduced in the basic network and the pruning technique is applied to reduce the number of connections.
Segmental Post-Processing Test Results
The last set of experiments concerns the evaluation of the neural-fuzzy network output modeling for the segmental post-processing task. The first row in Table 2 gives the error rates obtained w i t h the HMM alone, the second row reports the error rates obtained after the post-processing task, and the last row indicates the reduction in the error rates.
2.
To compare with previous experiments, Table 3 reports the results that were obtained using a segmental post-processing of the N-best solutions based on the abrupt changes in the speech signal [8].
1 1 Error-ratereductions I / Digit -1 HMM+P~~-proceS~in~ (0 to 9) (36 words) (00 to 99) These results show that the use of phonetic features -extracted by neural networks -improves the recognition performances up to 20 %. Moreover, on the different corpus, this improvement does not behave as the one obtained with the abrupt changes post-processing : worse results on the Number database bur better results on the Digit and Trigor databases. Thus, a combination of these 2 sets of parameters may be useful.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This study focuses on two points : the investigation of segmental parameters based on phonetic features and their implementation in a post-processing speech recognition system. For this purpose, a neural-fuzzy network architecture has been built which enables us to include specific segmental parameters, to evaluate them and to extract a set of reduced rules. The output of the network is then incorporated in the post-processing system. Four segmental phonetic features only were used and preliminary results presented in table 2 are encouraging.
Investigations will be conducted in several directions : the phonetic feature set and the corresponding fuuy-neural networks have to be optimized, and then combined w i t h other
